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How was September 11 possible? There is an important lesson to be learned from this
episode - that there is something more powerful than the best weaponry in the world,
and that is the power of human determination.

America's enemies were deeply committed to their evil cause - resolute enough to
invest years of careful planning and training, disciplined enough to maintain absolute
secrecy and, ultimately, willing and eager to sacrifice their lives to accomplish their
wicked task. In this regard, they caught the United States, and indeed the entire
Western world, entirely off guard.

Although the "full and complete investigation" that US President George W. Bush
ordered will undoubtedly take months or even years to complete, one simple fact
appears obvious. The US had prepared contingency plans and defenses against all
types of terrorist attacks, including the hijacking of jetliners. But the one possibility
everyone seemed totally unprepared for was a suicide attack, in which the hijackers
would intentionally crash the plane, instead of holding hostages.

Much has been written, particularly in the past week, about the dangers of Islamic
fundamentalism, and the fact that governments from Washington to Jerusalem have
systematically underestimated it. It's important to focus on the underlying causes of
that underestimation. Our leaders seem to have been incapable of even understanding
the nature of the enemies they face.

Particularly, the power of religious devotion, which has been perverted by
fundamentalist Islam to produce murderers out of believers, is something that the
secular West doesn't seem to know enough about.

The governments and military intelligence apparatuses of the West are now
thoroughly reviewing their procedures and policies. There is a clear recognition that
this disaster was a colossal American failure on several fronts, and the US seems
determined to correct the lapses in an attempt to prevent such an event from ever
happening again.



Undoubtedly, airline security measures will now be quite different. There are hints of
sweeping changes in US military and intelligence doctrine, and perhaps even of US
law itself. All this is, of course, quite necessary and appropriate. But there is also a
more fundamental lesson that needs to be learned in the US, throughout the West and
also (perhaps, particularly) here in Israel.

That lesson has less to do with the actions of the governments and militaries, and
much more to do with attitudes of ordinary people, of our culture itself. The
inescapable conclusion is that, simply put, Western countries have not shown the
dedication to their cause (freedom, liberty and democracy) that their enemies have
shown to theirs.

We need to do a lot of soul-searching, asking ourselves what our societies are about,
and what values we cherish. We need to think about what it is we stand for, and how
much we are willing to sacrifice in order to safeguard those values. We need to
contemplate whether we have a mission and a cause, and whether that cause is just
and right. The sobering reality is that if we don't muster the moral courage and resolve
to defeat our enemies in a long and sustained battle in which every city, town and road
is a potential battlefield, they will defeat us.

These Days of Repentance, between Rosh Hashana and Yom Kippur, are traditionally
set aside for reflection and self-improvement. A fundamental Jewish principle teaches
that when our enemies successfully strike at us, we must interpret this as a call to
examine our actions and correct our ways.

Perhaps we can even learn something from our enemies. In our daily prayers, we
quote from the book of Psalms (20:7): "Some trust in chariots, and some in horses, but
we call upon the Name of the Lord our God." Last week, we saw a perverse distortion
of that principle, when those who thought they acted in the name of God overcame
our modern variations on "chariots and horses" armed with little more than their faith.

Conversely, a renewed sense of faith and vision on our part will give us the ability to
defeat evil with good. In order to prevail over those bent on our destruction, we need
more than powerful weapons and good intelligence.

We need to match and overpower their resolve and determination. We need to be
committed to our cause with even more passion then they are committed to theirs, and
then we will ultimately triumph.

As the above psalm concludes: "They bend and fall, we rise and stand upright. The
Lord has saved us, the King will surely answer us when we call."
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